
The Guitar-Muse Pedalboard, General Instructions

By Doug Knight

"It's easy! Anyone can do it!"  
First of all, that claim should read: "It's easy! Anyone can do it - with the proper supervision." Telling someone who 
has no clue what a circular saw is, that he/she can safely cut out the pieces needed for a pedalboard from a piece of 
plywood is inviting disaster.  Playing guitar is much more challenging when you have fingers missing!   

Having said that, you probably do get the idea of a hammer and nails, spray adhesive and paint, and how to apply 
industrial strength Velcro.  For those of you who are not power tool friendly, we recommend you get some help for 
the cutting and drilling parts from a relative or friend.  The rest you can probably accomplish without serious injury or  
burning the house down!

Those of you who do know how to use power tools will find this an easy and enjoyable project for an afternoon. The 
board is completely customizable for an end result that exactly fits your needs.  Simple hand tools are all you need to 
assemble any of the boards once the initial cutting and drilling are done.

To simplify the whole process, we are going to offer kits, with all the cutting and drilling done.  You will still have to 
assemble the pedalboard, paint it and glue the carpet down, but the dangerous work is already done for you.  You 
provide the nails, glue, paint, carpet and labor.  The instructions contain step-by-step directions, with pictures, so you 
can't go wrong.  Expert help is available by email or in our forum, as well.

Finished boards will also be available for purchase on the web.

When cutting wood, please wear safety glasses.  DON'T be macho and assume nothing will happen.  That's exactly 
when it does!  If you wear glasses anyway, like me, they are probably polycarbonate lenses and will protect your eyes 
from chips just fine if they are big enough.  If not, safety glasses are cheap at the home center or hardware store. 

Terminology:
I may not explain everything in the text or plans so you understand.  These terms are normal to me and I sometimes 
forget that you may not know what I'm talking about.  Here are most of the terms I use while describing the building:

1. " = inches.  ' = feet.  I will be working on plans for the metric system once I finish these.
2. "X".  I use this X in dimensions (1" X 4", for example).   You read it as "by".  It means your dimension is 1" by 

4", or 1" on the short side and 4" on the longer side.  
3. "Square".  This refers to a 90 degree corner.  If I say, "make it nice and square," that means to check that the 

corner we are talking about on the plan or in the text is 90 degrees, or that the piece of wood we are cutting 
is 90 degrees on all corners.

4. I sometimes use the term "your dimension" when referring to one of the dimensions on a piece you are 
cutting.  This is because you are making the board to your liking, so the size will need to be determined by 
you.  I have no way to know what you want in that case so, "your dimension" allows you to fill in with the 
dimension you want in that spot.

5. "Cut Line".  The line you are going to cut on.
6. "Finished side".  This means the side of the line that marks the finished material.  If you are marking a 12" X 

24" piece on your 24" X 48" wood, you would draw a cut line 12" in from one end.  The finished side would be 
the 12" dimension so your saw blade, when you cut it, is on the other side of the line.  You do NOT cut down 
the middle of the line, you cut on one side, leaving 1/2 the line exposed on your finished piece.
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Here are the tools you'll need:
Tape measure or ruler long enough for the longest measurement. (3 feet)
A framing square would be nice but not required. (a drywall or speed square will work, too.)
A straightedge for making lines. (yardstick can do double duty as a ruler, too)

At left is my circular saw.  This is the 
bad boy that will hurt you.  If you 
can't use one of these, safely, get 
someone to help or buy a kit with all 
the cutting done.

You will need one similar to this to 
cut out the pieces.  A corded one is 
just fine.  You can rent one at the 
home center but you might be able 
to buy an inexpensive one for the 
same money.  Check before you rent. 
Also, maybe you can borrow one, or 
try the Pawn Shop.
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The masking 
tape protects the plywood edges when sawing so 
they don't chip.  Get some paddle bits, or larger 
drill bits if you want to make radius inside 
corners on any shelves you want on a multi 
tiered board.

The drill, or a corded one, you'll need to drill 
clearance holes for the assembly nails.  You'll 
need a 1/16" drill bit, too.

The hammer and pencil should be easy to figure.  
The knife or the scissors is for cutting the carpet 
and Velcro toward the end of the project.

This is a sanding sponge and it will protect your hands better 
than just sand paper alone.  You'll find a sanding sponge at the 
Home Center, in the paint department.  Get an 80 grit.  It's a 
good all around roughness for our purposes.
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How to use the tools:

Shown at left are two sizes of "Speed" squares, so named because they 
are quick and easy to use in the field, particularly for framing structures.  
One is the normal 6" size, while the big one is a 12" for working with 
larger lumber.  All squares of this type are Isosceles triangles.

The small one is available in plastic for about $2.50.

You will notice that they have a little "T" section along one side of the 
square, on the bottom in the picture at left.

This makes it easy to slap them along a board, snug the "T" up to the side 
and mark a square line. (Speedy)  They have holes and measurements 
and slots... all there for a purpose that is beyond our need here.  If you 
want to know more, buy one of these fancy Johnson squares.  They come 
with a book that will tell you more than you want to know about the 
"Speed" square.

Here's the big square on the corner of the ply, checking for square.  You 
can plainly see the "T" over the edge of the ply at the left and the square 
aligned with the edge running off toward the upper right.

To the left is the framing square, 24" on the long side and 16" on the 
short side.  Used for framing structures and is accurate because of its 
size.
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This square is used on the outside of 
angles whenever possible, as shown at left.

Don't use it as in the photo below right.  This is very inaccurate.

The framing square is also good for making your square cut lines as shown 
at left.  Place the "short" side over the edge of the ply, snug it up all along 
its length, slide the upright side onto your mark and draw your line.  As you 
can see in the photo, the square is 2" short of reaching 24" in this use.  Just 
flip it over and come down from the top with the square, align it to your 
mark and finish up the line.  You can do that with any of the squares you 
have.  

Also, you can use a speed square and hold the yardstick next to it (at 
right) so the yardstick becomes an extension of the square, giving you 
a 3' long square.  Just be sure to hold everything tight and square 
when you line it up.

Once you have the yardstick positioned, hold it in the middle, as shown at left, so it won't 
pivot and ruin your work
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Drilling Holes for Nails

At left, I have a 1/16" bit in my drill.  Slide it into the chuck right up to 
the bottom of the drill flukes, farther is okay, too. (Leave enough to 
drill through your wood.)
A 1/16" bit is pretty delicate so shortening the exposed length will 
decrease the chances of breaking it.  Let the drill work... take your 
time.

Make sure you keep the drill plumb (straight up and down) so you 
don't drill at an angle.

If you drill on top of a scrap piece of wood, you'll reduce the 
splintering on the bottom of the hole when the drill bit breaks out.

Sorry if any of these pictures look a little misleading.  At left, the drill 
looks horribly tilted to the left!  I'm taking pictures with my right hand 
and working with my left, a totally alien condition for me.  
Photography isn't my long suit either!
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More Tools:

Here's another item that's handy for rattle can painting.  Snap it 
over the top of your can and keep your hands clean while 
spraying.  Works great and your finger doesn't get tired pushing 
the little nozzle.

Here's a picture of the spackling compound to use.  Any brand 
will do as long as it's a lightweight, non-shrinking type.  This one 
is available everywhere.
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Now, let's talk about the materials:

There are several options to choose from but, some of the available products are not very good for this application.  
You guys who are not in the US have your own versions of these products but the same applies.  Here's a rundown:

 MDF (Medium Density Fiberboard)  This product is manmade from wood powder or really fine sawdust and 
glue in a press under high pressure.  It comes in 4 X 8' sheets.  It's smooth, and very dense.  It will not take 
glue very well nor will it hold a nail well.  This stuff is thick, heavy, and not very strong.  Not a good choice for 
us.

 Flakeboard (Particle board)  Manmade from wood sawdust and glue in a press under high pressure in 4' X 8' 
sheets.  Very heavy and used primarily for cabinets, shelving and inexpensive furniture when wrapped in 
wood grained vinyl.  Glues pretty well but won't hold nails or screws well.  Not very strong and too heavy for 
our use.

 OSB (Oriented Strand Board)  Another man made product of wood chips and glue in a press under high 
pressure.  The chips, called strands in this case, are laid into the mold in all different directions so the product 
is pretty strong on its longitudinal axis.  Good for floor underlayment, roof underlayment and sheer 
underlayment under siding on houses.  Resists pulling apart in sheer (along the length and width of a 4X8 
sheet).  Fairly strong  but too flexible for us.  Would have to use too many supports to keep from bending.  It 
is water resistant.  Flake and MDF are not.

 Plywood (LOTS of choices here)  Manmade again, but much more suitable for our use.  The ideal ply for us 
would be light, strong, stain or paintable, many plies.  DON'T get cheap plywood, you will regret it later.  1/2" 
or 5/8" marine ply would be okay.  As would 1/2" Birch or Gum ply.  I don't recommend 3/4" A/C Fir ply, but it  
will work if you want.  My board is 1/2" Birch.  Five plies, stainable, strong for thickness, stiff (lots of plies), 
glues well and holds nails and screws well.  The marine plywood has no 'voids' on the inside plies so you 
won't have a hole on an edge or exactly where you want to nail it!  I recommend the Birch plywood.  A little 
more money but well worth it in the end.

So, no matter what material you choose, the rest of the instructions are the same.  

I built this board from 1/2" birch plywood.  It was $60.00/sheet, 4' X 8', at the local lumber yard (A/A).   It will be 
around $40.00 at the Home Center.  You might have a lumber liquidator or wholesale supply that is open to the public 
in your area.  Shop around for the best price.  Get A/B or A/C birch plywood.  This is pretty (like the pictures) on one 
side, but has some flaws on the back (A/B).  The A/C is the same on the front, but isn't really nice on the back.  That is 
okay.  The back is all inside and underneath anyway.  This will drop the price more.  (I found A/B for $34.50/sheet, 1/2 
price!)  Shop around.

A Note About Buying Lumber:

A large Home Center is going to be your best bet for price (usually).  If you live in an area that doesn't have one within 
a reasonable distance (like me), than you may pay a little more for your materials, or luck out as I did.  Such is life.  I 
based my estimate of the costs on what I paid, ($60.00), so most of you will make out okay.

I can't buy pre-cut pieces here in town, but I was able to find a wholesaler supplier for the lumber at 1/2 the 
lumberyard price.  I have to borrow a truck to get it but that's worth it.  It's only five miles from my shop.  Go in with a 
couple of friends to buy a sheet if you have to.  That way you can share the cost.
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Tool and Cutting Tips:

Cutting plywood can be nasty with a circular saw.  The wood tends to splinter badly when cutting across the grain, 
leaving you with a rough edge that needs to be fixed.  You can minimize the splintering by using masking tape (the 
blue stuff works well) to help hold the wood in place:

Always wear your safety glasses when cutting plywood.  It isn't worth a splinter in the eye.  Trust me... I've been 
there!

Place your tape down first, at the right place, and draw your cut line on the 
tape, as shown at left.  Pre-measure and lay the tape so it spans the location for 
the line so you protect both edges of the wood.

Cutting with the wood grain isn't nearly as destructive to the wood fibers so
there isn't as much need for the tape.  As you can see at left, we're cutting
across the grain (the lines in the wood that run generally left and right) so the
tape is necessary to prevent destructive splintering.

It's a good idea to use the tape whatever direction you're cutting.

When you pull off the tape, don't just grab and pull.  Pull 
smoothly and flat to minimize the upward pull on the wood so 
you don't create splinters that aren't there.  See the photo at 
right.  You can see how chewed up the tape is where I cut it but 
look at the wood above the tape.  It looks much better.
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Using The Air Nailer/Stapler

If you own one, it must be a finish nailer, a brad nailer (pin nailer) or a narrow crown stapler.  Your framing nailer 
won't work for this.  Be sure to get a small box of nails or staples to fit.  Get 1" to 1 & 1/4" long brads or staples.  
Same for finish nails.  If you decide to use 3/4 plywood, use 1 & 1/4" to 1 & 1/2" nails.

If you rented an air powered nailer (you did get a compressor and hose, right?), or a narrow crown stapler, you have 
saved yourself some setup time.  You don't need to drill for nails or screws.  The following pictures show how to use it  
to assemble the pieces of all the boards.  Pay attention to the safety rules about using this tool, though.  Nailing your 
finger to the work, although not a life threatening injury, hurts... a lot!  It will put you out of action playing guitar for a 
while if you do it in a particularly bad spot.

This is the nailer I have.  It also functions as a narrow crown 
stapler... two tools in one!  It isn't a name brand but I've had it for 
years and it's really handy to have.

Push down the lever at the back and slide back the cover.

There are staples in it at the moment as you can see.  Nails fit on 
the side facing the camera.  Once loaded, slide the cover back 
until the latch clicks and you're ready for air.
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This is the "business" end.  That little slot there is where the nails 
or staples come out.  Keep fingers away from this!  Don't point it 
at yourself or anybody else, either.  Not even in fun.  If the safety 
is faulty, or even dirty (not unheard of with rental tools) you may 
wind up shooting your friend in the face.  It ain't pretty... trust 
me.

Here's the plunger that enables the nailer to shoot.  This must be 
depressed in order to pull the trigger.  In theory, you can't shoot it 
unless you have it pushed down against your work so, you 
shouldn't be able to shoot it at somebody by accident.

Tell that to all the guys at the emergency room with nails in them 
from that very thing!  Just sayin'...

Here I am attempting to impale my thumb... no, just kidding.  
There's no air hooked up and it won't work without that. 

I'm activating the safety so you can see it can be done by accident 
if you don't pay attention.  Be careful.
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These are narrow crown staples, as opposed to wide crown staples 
that are used for heavier work.  They are about 1/4" wide at the top. 
I have to buy the right ones to fit my gun or they won't work.

Here are the brads (nails) that fit my gun.  They are glued together 
and the nailer drives the end one off the pack, under air pressure, 
when you pull the trigger.  BAM!  The glue on the brad heats up 
when it's forced into the wood and glues the brad in place, making a 
stronger bond than hand driven nails do.  This is one place 
technology has been beneficial to the construction industry.

Below left, you can see I'm using 1 & 1/4" long brads and staples for my 1/2" birch 
plywood.

At right is the pack my nails come 
in.  Make sure to buy the right thing 
if you rent a nailer.  Just ask the 
rental guy.
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Put the front of the safety plunger flush with the edge of your work 
and the brad will be 1/4" back, right at the center of any piece we 
want to attach under the ply.

In this photo, I'm illustrating the "circle of life" for your hand when 
you use a brad nailer.  You would shoot the brad in the center of that 
circle so an errant brad won't get your fingers if it bends in the wood 
or you shoot slightly off line.

At the right, I'm using my thumb to line up the wood nice and flush 
prior to nailing.  WRONG!!!  If you shoot this there is a good chance 
you'll shoot right down into your thumb, hitting the bone and ripping 
away your flesh until the nail reaches full penetration.  This is really 
painful and takes a long time to heal completely.  I speak from 
experience.  Brads are longitudinally challenged.  They will veer off 
course at the slightest provocation because they are so small in 
diameter.  DO NOT DO IT THIS WAY!
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The correct way is illustrated at left.  Even if the brad goes wrong, your hand is clear.  
I also show that you want to stay back from the end of the piece you are shooting into about 1/2" so you don't split 
the lower piece of ply.  Do it this way and you will enjoy this experience.  Do the above and you might get away with 
it, until you don't and you become a statistic at the ER.  Your choice.I Don't Have A Square

If you don't have a square, there is a simple solution that works well.  Carpenters have been using this for 
years when the layout of an object requires square corners that are too big to use a square on.  The method is called 
the 3, 4, 5, and works right, left, right side up or upside down.  Just put the 90 degree point on the corner you want 
square.

Look at the drawing at right.  The Base line shows a 
measurement of 3, the Back line is a 4, and the hypotenuse is a 5. 
Choose any unit of measurement you want that, when multiplied by 3, 4, 
and 5, will still be within reason for the total size of the object you are 
measuring.  That mouthful means, don't use yards when inches will 
work better.

So, let's use 1 inch as our unit for example:  From the bottom 
left hand corner, measure to the right, 3 times 1, or 3 inches and make a 
mark.  From the same point, measure up 4 times 1, or 4 inches, and 
make a mark.  Measuring between the marks, you should read 5 inches.  If 
it's less, the angle in the corner is less than 90 degrees.  If the 
hypotenuse measures more than 5 inches, the angle is more than 90 
degrees.  If it's right on, your corner is square!  We are assuming you are 
checking the corner of your wood.

If you are building the 12X24 board, and are laying out your first cut, use 4" as 
your unit of measurement, as 3 times 4" = 12", the short measurement of the 
board.  The other sides of the triangle would be 4 times 4" = 16", and 5 times 
4" = 20".  This bigger your triangle, the more accurate your measurements will 
be.  Use a yardstick or straightedge as the back line and place it on the wood 
like the picture on the left, 12 " from the corner.  Use it to measure the 16" 
vertical back line and run your tape measure from the corner of the wood 
(bottom left) to the 16" mark on the yardstick.  Pivot the yardstick to line up 
the yardstick's 16" mark and the tape's 20" mark.  Draw your cut line on the 
left side of the yardstick when you are happy with the alignment.

Now you can see the value of the square to mark square corners... much easier.
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FAQ:

I don't have any tools and neither do my friends.  What can I do?
Well, you're in a tough spot for this project.  If you don't have the tools, do you have any idea how to use 

them?  Be honest with yourself.  Watching the DIY network doesn't count here.  If you don't have a clue about using 
power tools, buying a kit is a better option for you.  Seriously.  The cost is not great and all the cutting is already done 
for you.  You just have to do the assembly which takes only hand tools, minimizing the chance for you to get hurt.

If you do know how to use the tools, you can rent the saw and the drill at the Home Center, but you may be 
able to buy them cheaper.  You'll have to make your own decision there.  The other tools are not expensive.  Plastic 
squares will work for this project.

How do I hold the wood and use two hands to guide the saw?
Good question.  This problem has been plaguing carpenters since Noah built the Ark!  Sometimes, there's no 

choice but to ask for help.  Four hands work better.  If that just isn't an option, clamps are a lifesaver, but you have to 
have a work surface where you can use them.  

My personal favorite is to use saw horses with an old door or thick plywood on them.  Then, for the cutting, I 
use scraps of 2X4 to block the pieces off the "table" so I can cut without having to worry about the pieces falling to 
the floor.  Clamp the 2X4 pieces along with your wood to the "table" with whatever clamps you have.

Any old table, sturdier than a card table, please, will work.  Please don't use your Mom's antique dining room 
table for this!  Stay away from the kitchen counters, too!

Why are we drilling all the holes?
The nail clearance holes are just to make installing the nails easier.  If you have a good work surface to pound 

on, you can eliminate most of them, but you shouldn't.  Don't eliminate the holes you drill through the side supports 
to nail the support to the board.  You will split the side support.

If you do eliminate the holes, drive the nails into the board or supports before you glue them up and hold 
them in place.  The clearance holes really make the nail assembly easier.

Why aren't we screwing the pieces together?
Depending on the thickness of your chosen material, you can.   I didn't design it that way to keep it simpler.  If  

you're using the 1/2" Birch ply (recommended), you'll have to clearance drill the piece the screw head will be in, 
countersink for the head and pilot drill the piece you're screwing into to prevent splitting.  In reality, most 
woodworkers use drywall screws because they are inexpensive, available and strong.  There are bits made that allow 
you to drill, countersink and pilot all in one bit.  A set of flat ones, which work fine and is what I have, are about $4.00.

Using a 1" drywall screw to hold the 1/2 ply pieces together, properly drilled and countersunk, will make your 
board really strong, and you won't have to wait for the glue to set.

Do I Need A Nail Gun?
Actually, no.  If you drill for nails, and install them as shown in the instructions, you'll end up with a finished 

board that will last a long time without problems.  You'll save a little money over renting the nailer, too.  The nailer 
makes the assembly faster because you don't have to measure and drill for nail holes.  You are going to spend money 
to rent the nailer and the compressor/hose, and buy the nails you need to fit the nailer.  Doing it by hand is a little 
slower, but by no more than 5 to 10 minutes (if you take a coffee break while doing it).  The nailer is more handy for 
other projects around the house than this one in reality.
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